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Donald Brings Show Biz to Politics: Will America Survive a Trump Administration?

By Sam Ben-Meir, June 03 2016

At  his  last  and  final  White  House  Correspondents’  Dinner,  President  Obama  quipped  that
“the end of the republic never looked better.” With Trump as the presumptive Republican
nominee, and Hillary Clinton beginning to steadily lose ground to him in national…

Trump University and Selling Images

By Dr. Binoy Kampmark, June 03 2016

The problem with the critics of Trump University is that they only provide a veneer for a
collective  tendency  in  US political  life.  Image counts  and those  with  stellar  university
educations (consider the current President, of constitutional law fame) do…

Clinton’s Anti-Trump Rant Ignores Her Own High Crimes

By Stephen Lendman, June 03 2016

On Thursday, touting her foreign policy record without explaining its lawlessness, Clinton
delivered a 30-minute anti-Trump rant focussing on US foreign policy and US-NATO led wars,
 a demagogic litany  devoid of substance, more proof of the danger humanity faces if…

The Bigger Nuclear Risk: Trump or Clinton?

By Robert Parry, June 03 2016
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Hillary Clinton made a strong case for why handing the nuclear codes over to a President
Donald Trump would be a scary idea, but there may be equal or even greater reason to fear
turning them over to her. In…

Sanders Takes LEAD Over Clinton In California

By Washington’s Blog, June 03 2016

The Los Angeles Times reports:  A new USC Dornsife/Los Angeles Times poll has found …
[Sanders] has battled Clinton to a draw among all voters eligible for the Democratic primary,
with 44% siding with him to 43% for Clinton. ***…

The US Elections and the Criminalization of American Politics

By Patrick Martin, June 03 2016

With the US primary campaigns drawing to a close, the two parties of the US ruling elite,
Democrats and Republicans, are preparing to nominate candidates who may be subject to
criminal indictment between now and the general election.The Republicans…
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